TWELFTH
NIGHT

Act 3 Scene 4 (pt 2) Worksheet
Word Bank
Acting
Officers
Picture

Task 1: Watch the Viewtorial and complete the following text using the Word Bank.
Sir Toby, Maria and Fabian have been __________ as if Malvolio has become possessed with madness.
Malvolio dismisses their ______ concern and promises to reveal more later.

Nonsense
Flirting
Sir Andrew
Duel
Intercepted
Alive

Sir Andrew has written his challenge of a ______ to Cesario and proudly shows it to Sir Toby. Unsurprisingly
it is rambling ______________ . Sir Toby sends Sir Andrew to the garden to wait further instruction.
Meanwhile Viola has returned to the house and Olivia is once again _____________ with “him”

Sebastian

and insists on giving a __________ of herself for Cesario to wear. Before she can leave Viola is

Fake

________________ by Sir Toby and Fabian and told to fight Sir Andrew.

Money

Both Viola and _____________________ are terrified but before they begin their big fight,

Glossary
Swearing promise, oath
Capacity intelligence
Breeding noble parentage

Antonio, mistaking Viola for __________________ , steps in to protect his friend. When Orsino’s
____________ turn up to arrest Antonio, he is devastated when (who he thinks is) Sebastian refuses to
give back his ___________.

Clodpole blockhead, idiot
Picture portrait in locket

Antonio has addressed Viola as Sebastian. This is her first indication that her twin brother might be

Beseech beg

_________.

Honour virtue
Acquit pardon
Firago female warrior

Task 2: Choose two adjectives to describe Sir Toby’s character in this scene.
Then find two synonyms for your adjectives.

Pass bout, match
Stuck in thrust
Mortal deadly

Adjective

Adjective

Synonym

Synonym

Synonym

Synonym

Answer return thrust
Pays kills
Sophy ruler of Persia
Pox on’t curse it
Meddle duel
Undertaker
takes on others business
Anon shortly
Trunks bodies, frames
Beauteous-evil
good looking but mean
O’er flourished
disguised
Tane seen as

Extension Task: Imagine you are Viola. Write a diary entry describing
your encounter with Olivia. Then try to figure out how you became
involved in the duel with Sir Andrew and the
events that followed involving Antonio.

